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Wow, just the game I was looking for. My impression is that Robosnakes has a very decent tactical depth as it offers plenty
tactical intricacies that you need to consider if you want to win. Despite having only very little hobby-experience in programing,
I had no troubles to understand how the AIs work and are evaluated during battle. And as the battles themselves are very
transparent, can be paused and rewind, the game is very well suited for slow, pondering armchair generals like myself.. There is
a review with 0.2h on the game.guess he didn't pass the tutorial :-D The game is very "simple" and can be played with mouse
alone. Code is contextual and only propositions that are valid are show. The devs probably don't know it, but it's called
projectional code editing. If you google that term, you will see an article of Martin Fowler about it. So, if you want to bable-
tech, you can say: "I played a game using projectional code editing to modify the snake abstract syntax tree" A bit buggy, but
EA game.. Wow, just the game I was looking for. My impression is that Robosnakes has a very decent tactical depth as it offers
plenty tactical intricacies that you need to consider if you want to win. Despite having only very little hobby-experience in
programing, I had no troubles to understand how the AIs work and are evaluated during battle. And as the battles themselves are
very transparent, can be paused and rewind, the game is very well suited for slow, pondering armchair generals like myself.. I
really appreciate the idea behind this game. As someone who actually is involved with software programming in their daily life I
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can say that thanks to the code being so simplistic, you donu2019t need any previous experience. The game (thank god) requires
no mechanical skill from you and despite the levels looking similar the challenges are fun and different almost every time.
There is a potential for replayability in the campaign, however I enjoyed the versus mode the most. Although it was intended to
play against a friend I found it equally as fun to put two of my programs against each other just to test which would win more. I
canu2019t wait to see how this game will develop and what new features will be added.. I really appreciate the idea behind this
game. As someone who actually is involved with software programming in their daily life I can say that thanks to the code being
so simplistic, you donu2019t need any previous experience. The game (thank god) requires no mechanical skill from you and
despite the levels looking similar the challenges are fun and different almost every time. There is a potential for replayability in
the campaign, however I enjoyed the versus mode the most. Although it was intended to play against a friend I found it equally
as fun to put two of my programs against each other just to test which would win more. I canu2019t wait to see how this game
will develop and what new features will be added.. There is a review with 0.2h on the game.guess he didn't pass the tutorial :-D
The game is very "simple" and can be played with mouse alone. Code is contextual and only propositions that are valid are
show. The devs probably don't know it, but it's called projectional code editing. If you google that term, you will see an article
of Martin Fowler about it. So, if you want to bable-tech, you can say: "I played a game using projectional code editing to modify
the snake abstract syntax tree" A bit buggy, but EA game.
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